
Name
Geode Bonzami
Category
Proto-Reptile
Type
Companion
Size
1 slot
Rarity
Legendary
Base price
354,000
Description
The Geode Bozami is an eight-legged beast mutated from an original Bonzami species native to
Geonosisn moons. Their size is half again as large as the original species, and each beast has
four true legs and four additional crystalline appendages acting as grasping and support
structures to the ambulatory limbs. Their thick hides are partially composed of a bioorganic
geological compound, resembling metamorphic rock. These hardened plates, or geodes,
display eruptions of crystal growth, and the plates regrow and extend when damaged, older
layers undergoing subduction into the dermal layers as the new ones grow over it. Over time,
these layers of growth can resemble sedimentary layers, growing higher and thicker, making a
sporadic shell plate. The Geode Bonzami's axe-shaped jaw is made not of bone but entirely of
pure crystal, jagged edged and sharp, a natural slicing weapon the animal can use to charge
predator or prey. Both crystal and crystal geode and rock layers are all completely resistant to
energy-based attacks, including small and large arms fire, lightsabers, and lightning. The crystal
axe-head is prone to breaking or chipping, and regrows at a rapid rate, provided the animal has
adequate energy to do so. Crystal spines jut from its long tail, making the limb a fatal
bludgeoning weapon. Unlike typical Bonzami, Geode Bonzami are aggressive and given to
rampaging at any intrusion of their territory.

Item Slots
None
Source
Iron Menagerie

Aspect/Upgrade Slots
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Creature Cosmetic
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Creature Personality
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Creature Physical

Granted Item Aspects
Untameable : [this item] is wild, and its behavior cannot be modified to accept the presence of
humanoids. It cannot be trained to abandon its wild instincts and will generally continue to do
whatever it wants. As creature handling goes up, a character can better predict what this



creature will do and empathize and understand it despite being unable to tame it. With
proficiency (+3) a member could manage to successfully own and cage this creature but not
safely interact with it and influence its behavior, with a better understanding and ability to
manage this [this item] coming with mastery (+5).

Purchase Restrictions
No restrictions


